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A NUMERICAL METHOD FOR TEE STRESS ANALYSIS OF STIFFENED-SEELL STRUCTURES
UNDER NONUNIFORM TEMPERATURE DISTR~UTIONS ‘
By RICHABD R. HBLDEXFEILS
SUMMARY
A mumwical method is presented for the 8tre8s antdysie
of sti$med+hell druotu.ree of arbhuy croM gection under
nammifimn tempmzlare distributions. The method h baaed
on a pretiwly publtihed procedure that is extendedto include
temperature e~ects and nwkicell constiti”p. The applici3-
tion of the method to piacti.1 probleme ia discussed, and an
Wustraticeanalyeis I%Pregented of a two-cell box beam under
the combi~d ad-on of vertical load8 and a nonunifiwm twn-
penz.turedietriMon.
INTRODUCIZON
The effects of nonuniform temperature distributions,
such as those produced by aerodynamic heating, are becoming
of greater concern in the design of modemihigh-speed aircraft.
The structural effects of temperature ehangea and the
resuk of some analyses of a simplified structure under
nonuniform distributioti of temperature have been dis-
cussed in reference 1. The mmIyticaI methods considered
in reference 1 were found, however, to yield inaccurate values
for the secondary stremes m complicated structures, and
in such cases some type of numerical approaoh is desirable.
L1umericalmethods, however, dy require extensive and
tedious calculations and they should be used only when
satisfactory results cannot be obtained from a shnpIi&d
analysis.
Severid numerical methods of stress anaIysia have been
presented in the literature, but none contains provisions for
temperature changes. In the present report, one. such
method, the numerical procedure of reference 2, has been
&tended to ipclude the tiecta of a nonuniform distribution
of temperature. Ii additio~ the equations developed
permit the analysis of a sttiened-sldl structure of arbitrary
crow section with any number of inkrnfd cek. The appl.i-
oation of the method is discussed and illustrated by analysis
of a t-ivo-oeIlbox beam under the combined action of vertical
loads and a nonuniform temperature distribution.
DESCRIPTION OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD
BASIC THEORY
The structure analyzed is an idealized representation of a
mnhiceU stiffened+hell structure (see f&. 1) and has the
following oharacteristic9:
(1) The basic unit is a rectsmguk panel bounded on two
parakl sides by extensionally flexible shingers and on the
other two sidea by rigid bulkheads.
(2) The pan& consist of sheet materiaI &d are assumed
to carry shear stress only. The shear stressis constant with-
in a gival panel.
(3) The stringers run parallel to the. direotion of the pri-
mary stressesand carry axial load only.
(4) The bulkheads Iie perpendicular to the stringws &d
are rigid in their own plane but offer no resistance to warping
out of their plane.
(5) The structure is loaded only at the bulkheads.
(6) MateriaI properties, crow-sectional dimensions, and
temperature distribution do not vary along the length of a“
gimn bay. .
With these assumptions about the basic elements of the
structure, any type of stiffened shelI cm be ardyzed, pro-
vided taper ia excIuded. The state of stress in such a struc-
ture can then be defined by suitabIe stiress-strainrelations
and two types of diS@lCeIUSIlk :
(1) Stringer displacements, which are displacements, at
the end of a bziy, of each flexible stringer in a direction paralkl
to the stringer
(2) Bay dispIaoemen@ which are transitions and rota-
tions of the pkne of eaoh cross section deiined by the rigid
bulkheads
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Ones the stress-strain relations are established for the.
components of the idealized structure, equations .of equilib-
rium can be used to ohtain relationships between the dis-
placements. The equilibrium equation for the forces on an
individual stringer yields an expression for the stringer dis-
placement of any panel point in terms of the surrounding
stringer displacements and the displacements of the two
adjacent bays. From this general expression, equations
equal in number to the unlmown stringer displacements are
obtained. The additiond equations required for the deter-
mination of the bay displac.ements are obtained from the
equations of equilibrium of the shear forces on the crow sec-
tions. These equations then completely define the dis-
placements of the structure. In most cases the number of
equations is so large that a direct solution would be imprac-
tical and it has been found expedient to solve them by the
recommended iteration procedure described in the next sec-
tion. The req@red equations are derived in detail in the
appendix.
SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS BY ITEEAITON
Matrix iteration often provides the easiest md quickest
sohtion to the equations, and the procedure recommended
is as follows:
The equations to be solved can be written in matrix
notation as
[q{~l={c} (1)
For purposes of iteration, these equations are rearranged to
give
{d}=[Cl{d}+{t} ‘ (2)
where
[c]=[u –[Bj.
[B] squme matrix of coefficien~ of general equa~io”nswith
diagonal terms reduced to unity
[U] unit matrix
{d] column matrix of stringer and bay displacements
{c} cohmm matrix of constant terms in general equation;
theso terms arise from applied load and thermal
expansion
Initial approximate values of stringer tid bay displace-
ments {do ] are then selected. These .vaIues may be deter-
mined in any convenient manner; however, subsequent
operations can be simplified, as explained in the appendix, if
these values are dmsen to correspond to elementary theory.
Next, the initial displacement values are substituted into the
righthand side of equation (2) to obtain a second approxi-
mation { dl ] to the displacements
m=[awo]+w (3) “
and the ditlerences between the second and initial approxi-
mate displacement values are computed from the equation
{Adl]={d, ]–{do} (4)
The iteration process is then begun by using thcso &s-
placement differences. The nth dtierence is defined as
{Ad~}={d.1–{do) (?) ,
and it can bg easily verified that the use of those diffmrncm
leads to the following matrk equation:
{Adg}=[a{Adn., }+{Ad, } . (6)
The iteration process consists of a seriesof solutions of equa-
tion (6), each successive solution yielding a better approxi-
mation to the displacement differences than the previous
one. The process is continued until successive scdutions of
equation (6) yield the same resnlt, that is, until
{AdU)={AdB_, ] (7)
The fial displacements are then determined from the final
differences by using equation (5) and tho initia~values.
When equation (6) is being iterated, improved volucs
shouId be used as soon as they are obtained; that is, crLch
individual difference Adn should be substituted into [he
{ Ad,-, } matrix immediately riftor’ calculation rather than
at Me end of the cycle. In this manner, each new VQIUG
determined receives the benefit. of aH previous work and
convergence is speeded.
The iteration of di&rences reduces the work required LO
obtain a solution because smalIer numbers me involved.
However, it is esse.titialthat no errors bc made in the.deter-
minationof the fimt-dfierences { Adl} since a singlosignifiranL
error will render the whole sohltion useless.
CONVERGENCE OF THE ITERATION PROCESY
In order to obtain more rapid convcrgenec of the iteration
process; bay displacements and loads arc referred to MC
princip~l shear axes of each bay. The use of tbcm axes
~eatly simpliiies the equations for bay displacements by
making each bay displarement in(lependenLof aII other buy
displacements and thus a function of the stringer (lisplaco.
ment.s only, In addition, a special correction cyclo is
periodically introduced to bring the stringer forces on mch
cross section into equilibrium with the applied loads. Matlw-
matimlly, the correction cycJe is R spec.kd cyclo that uses a
certahi combination of the basic equations. Its succcss in
the particular case of the numerical method of stress analysis
is a resuh .of its physicgl significance, and in tha~respect i~is
si@lar to Scmtlnvell’s~’group relaxat.ions” (refcrenco 3).
The optimum frequency of application of the correction
cycle depends largely on the characteristics of cnch individual
problem a.nclmust be cletermined on a ,basis of cxpmionce
with the method. If this frequency cannot be dctermiued
from previous experience, it can be appro.ximatcd satisf~c-
torily by one that permits the disturbances to spread their
signitlcanteffect over the structure between correction cycles.
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The application of the
where the displacements
correction cycle begins at a station
m-e Jmowmand then moceeds out-
board. The ~orrectione required to bring the ‘fit bay into
equilibrium me determine~ and the stringer diepIacements
at its outboard end me changed accordingly before the cor-
rections required b-j-the second bay are calculated.
EFFECT OF IXTRODU~rG NONUKIFORXI TEW?~ATUBE DISTIUSUTIOh-S
The preceding method is applicable to any type of stress
problem. I!-’onunifoim temperature distributions do not
affect the general procedure but merely change the details.
These e.tTectsare of two Q-pes: A change in the eflecti~e
skruchre due to changes in eIastic properties of the material
with temperature and themel stresses resulting horn re-
strained thermal eqation. The changes in elastic prop-
erties are easily handled if the moduli are treated as mriabIes
during the derivation of the equaiions. Their effect is
anaIogous to that of variations in stringer area and panel
thickness. The presence of thermal e.spansion requires
modification of the stress-strainrelationships for the stringers
but does not affect those for the ‘panels. The equations for
stringer displacements wmtain thermal-expansion terms that
are analogous to the appIiedJoad terms. Ba.ydisplacemeut
equations are unaffected by thermal expansion, but thermal-
expansion tfmms appear in the equations used for the
correction cycle. If a difkence solution is iterated, t-he
elementc@ solution should include the distributions of
thermaI strain associated with the primary thd stressm,
which may be obtained fkom the equations derived in the
appendix;
DISCUSSION OF THE XUMERICAL METHOD
The application of a method, such as that just desmibed,
always poses a number of questions; for example, what. are
some of the Imitations of the metho~ ~onld it be advan-
tageous to use some other method of anal@s, and how shodd
the structure be idealized? Some of the factors requiring
consid~tion, other than those mentioried in the previous
section, arwtherefore no-ivdiscussed.
VALIDITY OF BASIC ASSiJMFITO?XS
The assumpLions upon vtic.h the method is based me
commonly accepted in the analysis of stiffened shells. Com-
parison of theoretical end czq?erimental resuk has estab-
lished the fact that these assumptions wilI ykild good results
in most cases. Two important assumptions-that the
bulkheads are rigid in their own pIane and that the shear
stress is constant in a given panel-may, however, introduce
s~cant errors into the em&ais in some cases. These
assumptions are therefore esamined in detaiI.
The assumption of rigid bulkheads is satisfactory as long
as the primary stresses run perpendicular to the bulkheads,
but, as demonstrated in reference 1, this assumption may
not be good -whendealing with problems in-rolving thermaI
stress. Large temperature gradimts along the Iength of the
structure or across the depth of a bulkhead distort the red
bulkhead wnd make the assumptiori of rigidity inapplicable. ‘
In mmy cases, however, these effects are small and the as-
sumption yiehle satisfactory results.
The nnmw.jcal method could be extended t.a incIude the
effects of buIkhead flexibility. Such an analysis, however, is -<
very cumbersome and tedious and, if the equations me solved
by itmation, the process is often very slowly convergent.
Therefore, th=e extensions me not considered -herein.
The assumption of constant shear stress in a given paneI ‘
simplifies the de-reIopment of the equations, end it yields -
satisfactory results if the bulkheads exe reasonably close “-
together. Cases arise, however, in which the assumption
will lead to unreasonable rewdts became the assumed con-
stint shear stress is a poor approximation to a shear stress
which should be changing r&pi@ in the spanwise direction.
This situation is usually accompanied by slqw con-wgence ““”
of the iteration process. This difEcuIt~, ho-we~er, can be
minimized by reducing the bulkhead spacing of t-heidedized
structure since it occurs only -when the totaI shear sti5ess ‘
of the paneIs joined to a stringer exceeds the ext.ensionaI
stitl?nessof that stringer.
—
lDE~A~.ON- OF AN ACTUAL STRUCTURE
The ideahzation prccees described in reference 2 is straight-
forward. However, it providw an opportunity for the stress
mrdyst to exercise his engineering judgment and thus to —
simplify the analysis. By restricting the analysis to only”
a pm-t of the-structure or by using a comparatively simple
ideahzed structure, the time”required for the amdysis can be
aubstantidly reduced. Such simpIiflcations, however, can
reduce the veIue of the remdts, and a compromise betn-een
speed and exactness is required.
The number and location of the idealized stringers com-
pletely d&ne the stress-distribution shapes obtainable from
the analysis. @or exampIe, in an idealized shellof n stigers,
there are n possible types of indepcmdent normal-stress .”
distributions; thee of -which can be determined from ele-
mentary theory, the remaining n–3 being static-allyindeter-
minate.) Stringer location is thus an “tiportant part of the
idealization proc=s and in con-rentional problems the loca-
tions shodd be selected after consideration of the charac-
teristic of the actual sln-ucture,the nature of the erpected ~
results, and the time available for the analysis. When non-”
uniform temperature distributions are involvd the shape .,
of the temperature distribution should also be considered .,
because the thermal-stress and temperature distributions _
will have similar shapes and the analysis wII yield good
results onIy if the idealized structure permits a stress distri-
bution of that shape.
The bulkhead spacing usually is the same in the ideahzed
and actual structures, but the idealized spacing should never
be so .Iarge that trouble is caused by the assumption of
1022
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constant shear stress. A proper bulkhead spacing is one for
which the extensional stifhma of each stringar element is
greatar than the sum of the shear stiffnesseaof the adjacent
panda so that no negative terms appear on the right-hand
side of the equations for the stringer displacements.
CALCULATING PEOCSDUEES
All the Calculationsrequired by th8 numerical procedure
(determining the coefficients of the equations, solving by
iteration, and computing the stresses) are routine and
involve only simple arithrgetic. The calmdations can be
easily arranged in tabular form so that the bulk of the work
can be done by modern automatic computing machinery or
by a computer who doea not need to have a lmowledge of the
structural theories involved.
In any problem that invohws extensive numerical -work,
errm are very apt to occur. One of the advantage of the
numerical method described herein is that a number of
checking procedures can be devised to check the various
steps in the calculations, No attempt is made to d&cribe
the many possible checks; a few, however, have been indi-
cated in the ilhwtrative example.
Solution of the equations by simple iteration aIso possesses
another advantage with regard to errors. Valuea obtained
from successive cyclea of iteration show trends that can
be observed by an experienced computer, and errors can
be detected by their effects on these trends. Errore that
do appear during the iteration process eventually work
themselves out but may adversely affect the rate of con-
vergence.
APPLICATION OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD
DESCRIPTION OF THE PFtO”~EM
The application of the numeriwd method is ilhstrated by
an analysis of the idedized two-cdl box beam shown in
figure 2. The cross section is symmetrical about the hori-
zontal center line and the beam is untapered; however, the
stringer areas and sheet thicknesses vary from bay t.o bay.
The box beam is loaded by four concentrated vertical loads
applied at the bulkhead stations along the inner.web; in addi-
tion, it is subjected to the arbitnmily selected distribution
/
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of temperature increase shown in figure 3. Tho temper-
ature is highest at the tip and along the front web and
deoreaseain both spanwise and chordwise directions, but it
is constant across the depth of the beam. Thtt beam is
assumed to be constructed of 75S-T6 aluminum alloy which
has the variation of elastic properties with temperature
increase shown in @u.re 4, These data are tlm same as
those used in reference 1,
It is a’tied that no thermalstresseswerepresent aL60° F.
Since the method of analysis involves the assumption tba~
no changes in temperature distribution occur over each
element, the temperature used in the calculations was the
temperature at the center of the ekrnent concerned.
FmuEE3.–Dl.Wribut1onof temperaturekmreese,
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DETAILS Ol? THE ANALYSIS
Since the structure and the temperature distribution are
symmetrical about the horizontal center line, the analysis
can be restricted to one cover. Two solutions are required
however, to de&mine the total stress since the thermal-
stmss system is symmetrical about the horizont-aI center
line, but the Ioad-tress system is anti@nrneticaI. Ii-this
way, the analysis requires the schtion of two sets of equa-
tions (one of 20, the other of 24) which can be solved more
easily than the set of 44 needed for a single analysis of’ the
complete box
The computations required me given in tabuhr form with
most tables containing two parts-one reIated to the load
stresses and t-heother reIat.edto the thermal stresses. The
&al solution is obtained by the superposition of these two
solutions. The rectangular cross section and its symmetry
permit several simpMcat.ions of the generaI equations. b
each case the equationa used are listed. The notation is
described in the appendix. Methods used to check the
calculations are aIsc given in the tables. The checking
methods used were determined from mathematical relation-
ships existing between the coefikients of t-he equations and
from eqdibrium of forces.
Tabl~ I and II present the physical characteristics and
stitlness parameters of t-he individual stringers and panels.
Table IECgives the location of the principal shear axes of
each bay and the caef&ienti of the baydisplacement eqpa-
tions. The location of the principal inertia axes of each
bay, the coe@nts used in the correction cycle, and the
&itiaI stringer displacements are given in table IV. The
coticients of the stringer-displacement equations are tabu-
lated in table V. Table VI contains the [C_jmat.iicea used
for the iteration. The rows and columns have been inter-
changed in order that the matrix multiplications required
will consist of the cumulative multiplication of the adjacent
numbers in two cohnms. Table VII is a simihm arrange-
ment of data required for the correction cycle and also list-s
each correction determined. The displacements obtained
from each cycle of iteration are given in table VIII and the
correction cycles are indicated. Table IX” contains the cal-
culation of each type of stress and the superposition reqyired
to obtain the tataI stresses.
The numerical calculations in this example were done by a
computer who had previous experience with the method.
The following times were required:
Setting up the equations (table I to table VII) -------------- 3 days
Solving the equations (table WI~------------------------- 4 days
Computing stresses (table ~----------------------------- 1 day
In this example, the displacements were computed to six
decimal places (five or sht @@cant @ures) in order that
&e stress wouId be accurate to 1 psi and thus would provide
accurate equilibrium checks. hlost practical problems will
not require such numericaI ‘accura~ and a smaller number
of decimal places should be used in order to spied the sohL-
tiom It is estimated that the time required to solve this
example could have been reduced by one-haIf if the number
of decimal places had been reduced horn six to four. This
reduction would have given strm accurate to 100 psi or
about 1 percent of the rimximum stress.
RESULTS OF TES CALCULATION
The results of the calculation are shown graphically in
&we 5 by spanwise and chordwise plots of the stringer
stresses in the top and bottom covers and a spanwise plot
of shear stresses in the webs. The spanwise plots have a
ja&ged appearance because stringer ar&Is and sheet thick-
nesses are asmmed constant in each bay. with an abrupt
change at the bulkheads. The dashed lines in the plots of
stringer stresses are the values obtained from an Anmntary
analy&
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A numerical method for the stressanalysis of stiffened~hel.1
structures undar nonuniform temperature distributions has
been presented. The method ia nob applicable to the solu-
tion of aU structural problems invohing temperature effecti
because it mqtires extensive and tedious caIcuIatkme ,and
because the basic assumptions of bulkheads rigid in their own
pkme and constant shear stress in a given panel occasionally
Lead to unsatisfactory results. It is, however, a powerful
tool for the solution of many structural problems because:
(1) lt is a means for accurately detmminhg aU types of
secondery stresses in complicated structures that cannot be
satisfactorily analyzed by simplified methods.
(2) It is sufficiently flexible ta cope with a wide variety of
structural problems invohing nonuniform temperature dis-
tributions.
(3) It involves only tiple m%hmetic that can be hhdled ~
by automatic computing machinery.
LANGLEY AerOnaUtiCal L4BOWTOBY,
NATIONAL AovmoH COWITTEIiI FOR AERONAUTICS,
LQXGLET l?IELD, VA., 8eptem6er 12,1960.
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FIGUSE6.-Calculetedstressdbtribdfnnin theMedzedstmctme.
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(b) 6twnwkedhfrfbutionof Iower~nrfacestrfngerstress.
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(d) Chordw@ Ufstribrrtionoflovier.snrfuearrormalstrew.
FIGURE5.-Cnntirmwf.
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(e) SfMnwlsedistributionof webshearMrcw
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APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF GENERAL EQUATIONS
The general equations required for the nunwrictd analysis
of a stif?eneclsheI1of arbitrary cross section with tiny number
of internal cells and under a nonunifo~ twnperah~rc~dis-
tributim are developed. The basic assumptions and a gen-
eral description of the method have J.wcngiven previously
ancl are not repeat~d.
SYMSJO19
A
b
E
F
G
h
I
J
t, m
L
31
P
Q
r
T
t
u, 0, u’
x, y, 2
a
P
Y
8,A
cross-smtiond area of stringer, square inches
width of panel on &grid line, inches
..- modulus of ehtsLicity, psi
8pp1iedforce, pounds
modulus of rigidi~y, psi
width of pmel on j grid line, inches
moment of inertia, inches4
shear stiffness parameters
coordinates of a special set of axes
“ length of bay, inches
applied moment., inch-pounds
a.sial load in stringer, positivo for tensile lond$
pounds
area moment, inches8
normal distance to panel on ~ grid line, positive hl
positive s-direction, inche9
temperature increment, measured from twnpma-
ture of zero thermal stress whkh k 60° 1? in tlm
example presented, degrees Frdmmheit
paneI thickness, inches
displacements in x-, y-, and z-directions, respec-
tively, inches “
rectangular coordinate nxes
coetlicient of themna.1expansion, inches per inch
per degree Fahrenheit
anguJarrotation used in correction cycle, radians
shear strain, radians
increment
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l . normal strain, inches per inch
e arq@ar rotation about x-axis, radians
h rotation of special set of axes, degrees or radiana
P normal distance to panel on~ grid line, positive in
positive y-direction, inches
u normal stress, positive for tensile stress, psi
r shear stiess, positive in direction of associated co-
ordinate axis when tensile stress on cross section
is in positive x-direction, psi
4 mgle between normal line r and z-ask, degrees or
radians
# rmglebetween normal Iine p and y-ask, degrees.or
radians
Subscripts:
““k1,j, grid system
x, y, z coordinate axes
v, w, 9 bay displacements
o initial -rake
‘n cycle of iteration
.i prime refera to the. principal shear axes and t-iro primes
refer to the principal inertia axes. ~ bar o~er a spnbol
@licates an “a~erage ~alue at the center of a bay. “
TXOTATIOS
The notation employed is illustrated in figure 6. The
system adopt ed for desigcwting parts of, the strut ture is as
fouoms:..
Bulkheads divide the Iength of the structure into a number
of bays. The subscript i is used to designate a giren bulk-
head or the bay between the i–l and dh bdkheade.
The stringers and pmele in a given cross section form the
baais of a grid mork which can be used to designate these
elements. These grid lines are not necessarily straight,
parallel, or perpendicular but follow the panels. Those gricl
lines that me approxirna~ely paralIel to the z-axis are desig-
nated by the subscript j; those approximately prwaIlelto the
y-asis me designated by the subscript k.
Ti%h this system, points and stringers can be uniquely
located as follows:
The point on the ith bulkhead at the intersection of the
FIGCEE&—>-otnlionmd mxmdfuate-.
jth and kth grid lines is designated by the subscripts i~.,k.
The stringer in the W bay at the intersection of the jth
and kth gricl lines is designated by the subscripts i,j,k.
k order to locate a panel, the grid line on which it lies
nmst be known. This notation consists of underlining the
appropriate subscript; for example: .
The panel in the ith bay on the #h grid J.ineand bet-iveen . ..
the k– 1 and kth grid lines is designated b~ the subscripts
i>~,k.
The pariel in the it-hbay on the kth grid Lineand between
the j— 1 and jth grid Iines is designated by the subscripts
i,j, k.
T~e grid Iines and bukherda me numbered such that the
niunbers increase in the directions of the poeiti~e coordinate
xea.
STEESS-STEMN-RELATIox3mPs
-,.
The shear strain in a given panel is constant and is
defiecl by the following relationships vrhkh depend upon
the location of the paneI:
When the shear strains are being. computed, the normal _
distances T. and p must be given their proper signs. -
The constant. shear stress produces a linemly varying
*in in the stringer and its awrage value at the center of
the bay is
Note that the tiernd eqxmsion is iducled in the reIation- ...
ship between str”~er s~ess and strain.
EQUiLIBIUUM OF INDIVIDUAL STSISGERS
If a half-bay length of stringer on each side of point (i, j, k)
is isoIated, the force system of @ure 7 is obtained, and the
follo-wing equihlum equation can be -mitten:
<%)f,j.,+(*)i,,+L,-(+)*.,.k+(+““”
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SubstiLut@ equations (Al) and (A2) into equation (A3). yields the following equation for the stringer displacement
of point (t ~, k) in tmns of the dieplacemmk of the adjacmt bays and stringem:
““f”- Xii,*,,
{ui_*i,_l,k(y),,,,,+~i-l.~*-l(%),,,,,+
~{-ljt [(%)i,,,k-(*j,,j,k-(%)i,,+1,k-(9)i,,,k-(%)i,,.t+J+~i-1fh+1(%)i,Ak+1+
#tL
U{-l,j+l,t
()
~ ,,,+,,l+%H
i(*)i,jfE+(*)i,l,j,~+ufjk-l[(*)i,,,h+(Y)i+l,,J+
~{fr~+l[(%){,,,,+,+(R)i+,,,,E+J+:l'+''[(%ij+,.z+(%)*+*,,+.1,J+~`+l''-'''(%:)t+1,j,k+
QtL
()‘;+l’ “k-l x f+l,~,t +~~+l.~l~[(%)i+,,,,,-(%)i+*,j,,-(%)i+1,j+1,,-i%)i+1.,k-(%)i+1.,k+l+
GtL
()
GtL
%-1, i k+l = i+l,~k+l ()
+lq+l,j+l,k —4b f+l,j+l,~
Au{[(Q`Y`),,,+,,k-(Qt:~ `)i,,,k-(%;*,,l+1+(+')f,,J+
Aof+lr(=),+j+,,k-(Qt~ 'j,+1,j,k-(**)i+1,,,k+1+(G~*)f+1.,.J+
Awt[(Gti~`),,,+l,z-FT `)i,,,,+(;t;w~)f,,,k+1-iw)f,,.J+
A~:+l[(G`im@),:j+,,k-(Q` T;),+,,,.,+(+)*+,,,,k+1=(G` T9f+Ii,J-
A“[(%)fi,+*,,-(%ij,E-(%),.Lt;l+i*)f.,,J- -- *
'ei+1[(~)t,,,,~,,:-(~i+1,,,2-(%)i+1,i,t+1+(~),+1,1,~+(AEa~`.'i`-(AEa~`+','.'+`~z)f,','} (A4)
'(%),,,,k+(%)i.,,z+(%)i,j+1r,+(%)t,,ik+(%)i,,,w1+~ f%j,k
.
(~f+l,,,k+(~):l,,,k+~~)t+l,,+l,J+(*)i+I,~,k+(*)i+l,,,t+l. .
where
Equation (A4) involves no assumptions regarding equality
of structured dimensions, temperaturns, or elastic properties
about point (i, j, k). If any element is missing, thtiassociated
stiffness goes to zero and the general equation is still
applicable. Since AE and Gt always appear as products,
the varimtion of elastic properties with temperature is
equivalent to changes in the stringer mcas and sheet thick-
nesses of .thb effective structure. Furthermore, the th~rmal-
expansion terms appear in the same mamcr as axial loads
applied to the stringers. Thus, if desired, tho Cfff2CtS of a
“nonuniform temperature distribution can be determined by
applying a set of equivalent loads t.aanew effective structure.
BAY SHEAR AND TORQUE EQUILIBRIUM
The equations for the bay displacanenta (v,w,6) can be
obtained from equilibrium of the shem forces on the. bay
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cross section
(Fti),-~~ [(rtbcos +]i.,.r(rth s~ &d=o (A5a)
(Fz),–~~, [(rtb SiIL ~)i,f,:+(dh Cos #)Li,d=O (A5b)
(kf=)t+~p r(~ibr)i,f,f–(rthP)f,~,kl=o (A5c)
Substitution of equat.iops (Al) for the shear slzesses in eqm+
tions (A5) results in
(Js.)iAui+(J;.)iAwt–(Jea)rA@t=(Fr)r+ ~~ (%L;+w-w)
(A6a)
[(G’:mo).,+,,k-(G’:ho),,,,E+
. (G’T*),,,,t+l~(@t:s*)i,,:J(A6b)%
(A6C)
\
\
r i
. ..-
LJ’
where
(J.a)f=x~[( “’::)f.l.,+(Gf’-
Equations (A6) can be simplMed by eliminating the “cou-
pling terms if the axes used in the computations am the prin-
cipal shear axeEof the cross section. These axes me defined
such that
JW’=J6;=J8U’=(1 (A7) -
The relationship between the Iocation and orientation of
points and paneIs in two s@ems of coordinates, arbitrary
axes (z,v,z) md the principa~ shesr axes (z’,y’,&), is shown
in @ure 8 and given by the following equations:
p’= (z—m’) sin X’+(y—r) ‘0s h’
Z?=(z-?n’) ‘0s X’– (y–l’) sin x’
p’=p—l’ cos +—m’ sin $ .
Then the location of the principal shesr axes is
(A8a)
- (Mb)
(A9a)
(A9b)
(AIOa)
(AIOb)
.
(Alla)
(Allc)
and, with respect to these axes,
J,,’= J,, COS2 h’ +Jmu Si112 ?t’+2 J~ sin h’ COS h’
(A12a)
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-. -.
F,’= Fs COS h’–Fu Sill h’, (A13b)
hf; =Mz+rn’F#’Fz (A13c)
when referred to the principal shear axes, the equations
for the bay displacements become
( ){lit){’= -$ ~(E’h+qq%j,t+~f-l,j,k)Us [(Q’cr9f,,+1,,- .
(a’c;o’),,,,k-(*),,,,,+,+(Q’T+’),,,,J]
. . .
(AIM)
(G’s$o’),,.,k+(o’c;sw),,,,i+,-(G’c:w)t,,,J}. .
(Al 4b)
BAY THRUST AND MOMENT EQUILIBRIUM
The equations obtained from equations (A4) and (A14)
are sufficient in themaehwa.to define completely the die-
placements of the structure. However, if the equations are
solved by iteration, it is helpful to employ a periodic cor-
rection cycIe based on the gross equilibrium of axial loRds
in the cross section
m-~~,(m,,k=o “ (A154
(.n,)i–q~(~z),,,,t=o (A15b)
(.n.),+zs(~v)f,,,k=o (A15c)
,ik
It can be shown that equations (A15) are satisfied by the
solution of equations (A4) and (A14); however, they are not
likely to be satisfied by the displacement values obtained
from any given cycle of iteration. IiI reference 2 it was
demonstrated that convergence of the iterative process can
be speeded if the displacement values am periodically cor-
rected so that the stringer displacements satisfy equations
(A15).
The corrections applied to the stringer-disp~acementsare
a planar distribution over the croes section and are deter-
mined as follows:
Substituting equation (A16) into .(A15) yields
(iiE), au,+(EQ,), j3,,t+(E Q,)iI%{=(LFz),+
(A17a)
:EQJ ‘m+(m,.)i i%,,+ (Elw)i I%,i=(m)i+
There
These equations mm be simplified by ehminution of [ho
coupling terms if the computations me referred tu tho cquiva-
Ient principal inertia axes of tho cross section. Thcso axes
are referred to as equivalent becausa the variation of modulus
of elasticity over the cross section is taken inio unmidcrtition.
These axes (x”, y“, z“) are defined such Lhat
EOZ’’=EQV’’=EIPZ”=O (A18)
.
find then the following reltitionshipsnre npplirntde:
7/’= (z–m”) sin A“+ (~–l”) cos h“ (A19n)
z“=(z-m”) cos h“- (y-l”) sin h“ (A19LJ)
2(EIPZ– .4E1’’m”)
‘an 2h’’=(EIw–AEtnm’) –(EI.,–AElR~ ‘A20a)
(A20b)
EIw” =(EINU—AEm”z) Cos%k“ + (EI.,—.M1”%) sins h“ —
2(EIv,—AFJ’’m”) sin A“ cos h“ (A21a)
EI,,”= (EIm–AEm”s) sin2 h“+ (EI,.–AZ7”Z} cd h“+
2(EIHz–AX7’f m”) sin h“ cos A“ @2 lb]
F=’’=F, (A22a) ““
n“” =37, sin h“ +-uvCos h“ (A22L))
A further simplficat.iou of the correction CYC1Ocan be made
by eliminating the load and temperature hums on h right-
hand side of equations (A17). This elimination can bo
accomplished by iterating the clitlerencebetween the exact
solution and one which satisfies statics (equations (A15))
but not.necessarily continuity. The iteration of difforcnccs
has an additional advantage in that smaller numbers, and
consequently 1ssswork, arerequired to obtain a solution.
An examination of equations (A17) indicates that they can
be satisfied by a planar distribution of strain corresponding
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to the elementary amd-ysisof reference 1. Then the initial
values of stringer displacements u can be defined as foUoms:
UC, f,~=?.&_~f,k+(@f, f,k (A23)
where
(d)f,w=(w’’)o-l- (Pz./9oYf*’’+@,9ozf*”*”
and, with respect to the equivalent. principaI inwtia axes,
(A24b)
(My-c)
The corresponding values of the bay displacements are
obtaiqed from equations (A14) and (A23).
Then the correctiomcyde equations applicable
iterated differences are as foIlows:
to the
(A25a)
(A25b)
(A25C)
Equations (A25) provide corrections to the stringer dis-
placements u onIy. These correct~mnsremove. any unbal-
anced moment or thrust on the moss section but add
tinbahmced shear forces which me removed.by correcting the
@ @ @
i L j
— — —
— —
[
1 n :
m 8
4
{
al
-2 20 :
% 4
{
m
8 m :
20 8
al 4
{
m
4 al :
20 a
!zo 4
bay displacements (v,w,t?). The corrected bay displacements --
are obtained from the corrected s-r fiPlacem~ts bY _
application of equation (A14). These tTO ope~tio= con-- -.
stitute the complete correction cycIe fia,t b- the StriWW -
loads into equilibrium with the @ernal lods without chang-
ing the shear stress in any panel.
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